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Salem County to Offer Autism Awareness
Training Program to Emergency Personnel
(Salem, NJ)—Freeholder David T. Lindenmuth, Chair of the County Public Safety
Committee, today announced that the County will be providing training on autism to
personnel in law enforcement, corrections, and Fire & EMS disciplines. Autism is a lifelong
developmental disability that affects the way a person communicates and relates to
people around them. Children and adults with autism have difficulty relating to others in
a meaningful way. Autism affects their capacity to understand other people’s emotional
expression(s).
“People with autism can often have accompanying learning disabilities but everyone
with the condition shares a difficulty in making sense of the world around them,” said
Freeholder Lindenmuth. “Dealing effectively with individuals who may suffer from this
relatively unknown disability, as well as being able to begin to recognize the
characteristics, is paramount for those charged with the responsibility to protect and
serve the public.”
The County is currently engaged in a project to better prepare those involved in the
emergency services to be able to recognize the disability and to educate them as to
how better to deal with these individuals, whom they may come into contact with during
their routine and emergency responses.
“Salem County will be setting the benchmark in this arena by pro-actively offering the
education countywide,” said Freeholder Lindenmuth. “In keeping with our philosophy in
promoting cooperative shared services, this program will be available to municipalities to
participate in and we hope to have 100% participation.”
In 1994, the national average for children diagnosed with autism stood at 1 in every
10,000. In 2007, recent surveys have set the national average at 1 in every 150, while New
Jerseys projections are set at 1 in every 94 children diagnosed.
Sheriff Charles Miller said that his agency will be leading the charge for law enforcement
and believes it to be a critical training evolution to better prepare all of his personnel in
the recognition of autism.
“Those charged with protecting the community must be able to deal effectively with
everyone whom they come into contact with and especially those needing special care
or attention”, said Sheriff Miller.

(MORE)

The project dubbed “Autism Outreach Partnership” is being offered through the
combined efforts of the Salem County Department of Emergency Services’ Domestic
Preparedness Planner, Patrick Spring, who is an active volunteer with various Autism
groups and with Frank D’Amico, Director of the Gloucester County Special Services
Education Foundation. Freeholder Lindenmuth expressed that Salem County is especially
grateful for the assistance afforded to us by Mr. D’Amico and the Foundation in bringing
this training to our public servants.
The training sessions are set to commence in mid-August and will continue through the
remainder of the year. They will be offered in various time frames so that as many
emergency services personnel can be afforded the opportunity to attend this important
training.
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